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PRODUCT FEATURE SPOTLIGHT – WF20 CASE FORMER
The WF20 is WexxarBel’s bestselling automatic case erector
and one of the most popular machines in the market. Reliability,
consistency and repeatability are what make this machine a
popular choice for businesses looking for a box making solution. Also, due to the WF20’s flexibility and customizability, it
is a great fit for low to mid speed applications with single or
multiple case sizes. Many customers looking to upgrade their
packaging line with a fully automatic case forming solution
often choose the WF20 as its ability to go up to 20 cases
per minute is the perfect speed for mid speed applications
but also gives lower speed packaging lines room for growth.
The high level of success for the WF20 can be attributed to
the high level of engineering skill and effort put into every
detail of the machine. From when the case blank is first loaded
to when the formed box exits the machine, each process
is optimized for effectiveness and efficiency. The machine
is also centralized around the Wexxar’s patented “Pin and
Dome”1 technology which allows the machine to be in full
control of the case during the entire forming process, allowing for a square forming consistently and repeatedly even
over many years of usage. Another feature of the machine
includes upright forming of the case throughout the machine
so that cases handling and fondling is minimized to reduce

the chance of damage to the case. Other standard features
of the WF20 include active flap folding with rotary folders to
improve case forming, tool-less, color-coded and pictorial
guided instructions for easy operation and size changeovers,
tilt-out tape head for quick tape roll changes, and color HMI
for simple machine control and troubleshooting.
Similar to WexxarBel’s other products, the WF20 is developed
with a customer focused design, consistent and reliable
performance, and premium construction and build quality.
With Wexxar Packaging’s 40 years of engineering support
and customer focused approach, we work with you to deliver
the best packaging solution possible. The WF20 has been
able to handle an assortment of applications including RSC’s,
HSC’s, FOL cases, Display cases, and a variety of different
cartons, boxes or cases.
Please visit our website for further information on case erectors, case sealers, and other solutions for your packaging
needs. Click here to see video.
Marketing Media Updates
• Updated WF20T video
• Updated BEL 5150u video
• New WF20T changeover video

